
Some of our reasons deciding for the 
WANKO software were its well-designed 

graphic interface, its user-friendliness, and its 
great analysis and expansion capabilities.

Rochus Herzberger,

Logistics Director Frankstahl

   Automatic tour planning

   Convenient drag & drop dispatching

   Comprehensive order processing including 

freight accounting

   Considerable cost-saving potential through 

optimized tours and structured processes

   Detailed analysis provides cost 

transparency

   Simulations aid in spotting potential

   An overview of all resources ensures an 

optimized workload

   High scalability, tailored to customer- and 

industry-specific requirements

   Easy implementation and interfacing 

ensures short project times

   Prompt return on investment

Optimized vehicle utilization, perfect tours, 

well-timed ordering schedules, a high order 

volume, elimination of unloaded mileage and 

increased punctuality with customers–WANKO 

offers you the solution for successful logistics. 

The result is perfectly planned and optimized 

tours.

THE BEST TOUR

PRACAR optimizes vehicle deployment both 

in strategic and operational terms, taking into 

account the defined conditions. The features 

range from area planning to the creation of 

one-day, multi-day or skeleton tours as well 

as shift operations and flexible scheduling–

PRACAR excels at all typical planning varia-

tions. Based on established customer criteria 

and vehicle data, the program yields the most 

efficient tour suggestions. The dispatchers then 

simply select the shipments to be planned. By 

means of the vehicle and driver deployment 

the dispatcher maintains control of resources. 

AUTOMATED AND CONFIGURED 

WANKO's tour planning is very user-friendly. 

It offers a broad range of configurations, effort-

lessly adaptable to the individual needs and 

requirements of the customer. The functionality 

of the automatic tour optimization makes dis-

patching much easier and considerably im-

proves the quality of the planning results. 

SPOTTING AND TAPPING POTENTIAL

Through its exceptional analysis capabilities, 

PRACAR facilitates the assessment of costs 

and benefits of planned and existing business 

locations. This assessment includes gauging 

the impact of additional locations as well as 

the effect of acquisitions on logistics processes. 

In terms of individual business locations, opti-

mization potential is recognized with the aid 

of strategic simulations and applied directly to 

daily distribution logistics. This makes PRACAR 

the perfect planning tool for strategic and 

operational fleet management and enables 

management to operate with optimized delivery 

costs at all times. The high level of automation 

ensures consistent quality of operational fleet 

management and standardized processes at all 

locations.

The data required for management is saved, 

evaluated and utilized for controlling purposes.
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OPTIMAL TOUR PLANNING

AN OVERVIEW OF THE ADVANTAGES 

OFFERED BY PRACAR

A GOOD THING IT'S WANKO!
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